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Part Three: The Role 
of Advisors and the 
Experience You 
Should Expect
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“ Consigliere of mine, 
    I think you should tell your 
    Don what everyone seems 
    to know.”

~ Don Corleone to Tom Hagen 

in “The Godfather”
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full
disclosure
i am an advisor
I have a business degree from 
Wharton, a law degree from Seton 
Hall, the chartered life underwrit-
er (CLU) designation, and I am an 
accredited estate planner (AEP).

However, none of these reflect the nature of the 

work I believe my clients find valuable. As I 

explain later, my real roles are as a consigliere, 

thinking partner, and artist. I believe all your 

advisory relationship should contribute to the 

long term thriving of your family. This is the ex-

perience you are entitled to.

In Part Two, we looked at a model/process for 

bringing new thinking into your family wealth 

plans. Successfully following those ideas re-

quires a collaboration between your family and 

your advisors.

One definitional note about the word “advisors”: 
Advisors cover a broad range of disciplines. 
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S uch of my focus is on financial, tax, and legal 

advisory services. A family may have business 

advisors, life coaches, philanthropic advisors, 

and others. Many of these are brought to the table 

once a need has been established through discov-

ERY�OR�SOME�OTHER�CIRCUMSTANCE��7HATEVER�THE�ROLE��
all the advisors should have the focus I describe in this section 

because they serve you and your family.

%NGAGING�AN�ADVISOR�OF�ANY�DISCIPLINE�IS�A�SKILL��-AINTAINING�THAT�
RELATIONSHIP� REQUIRES�A� LEVEL� OF� VIGILANCE�BEYOND� FEELING� LIKE�EV-

erything is working. In this section, I present a set of principles 

FOR� EFFECTIVE�AND�SUCCESSFUL�ADVISORY� RELATIONSHIPS��7E�WILL� ALSO�
look at how to go about finding the right advisor and a process 

for interviewing.

,AST��WE�WILL�LOOK�AT�THAT�UNIQUE�RELATIONSHIP��THE�TRUSTED�ADVISOR��
I believe there is the new (and needed) paradigm for your relation-

SHIP�WITH�YOUR�ADVISORS��#REATIVITY��COLLABORATION��AND�SHARED�PUR-
pose for the Advisory Team are the new keys to success in an age 

when technical knowledge is there for the taking via the Internet. 

You should expect more from us, your advisors.

Take a quick minute and answer these 
questions:

    

 

m
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What is the 

best  
advisory relationship you have ever had? 

     

What made it special?

What was an advisory relationship that 

wasn’t so good? 

 

                 What were the problems?
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THE CONSIGLIERE

#HRIS�AND�-ARIE��MY� LONGTERM�CLIENTS��WERE� INTERVIEWING�A�POTENTIAL� INVESTMENT�
MANAGER�� AND� THEY� HAD� ASKED� ME� TO� SIT� AT� THE� TABLE�� #HRIS� ASKED� THE� POTENTIAL�
hire to describe her approach to managing a portfolio that would need to produce 

income for forty years. 

The investment manager gave a vague answer and then turned to me.

h4IM�v�SHE�SAID��hWHAT�IS�YOUR�APPROACH�v�

“I do not manage money,” I said, passing the buck back to her. 

h7ELL��THEN�WHAT�DO�YOU�DO�v�SHE�ASKED��

"EFORE� )�COULD�REPLY��#HRIS� JUMPED�IN��h4IM�IS�WHAT�MY�)TALIAN�GRANDFATHER�WOULD�
call our family consigliere. He knows where all the financial bodies are buried, and 

he looks out for us.”

-OST� OF� US� ARE� FAMILIAR� WITH� 2OBERT� $UVAL�S� ROLE� AS� 4OM� (AGEN�� CONSIGLIERE� 
�PRONOUNCED� #/.SUL9!2%EE	� TO� THE� #ORLEONE� FAMILY� IN� The Godfather. Tom’s 

JOB�WAS�TO�BE�A�THINKING�PARTNER�FOR�6ITO�#ORLEONE�AS�HE�WRESTLED�WITH� IMPORTANT� 
DECISIONS��(IS�JOB�WAS�ONE�OF�UNCOMPROMISING�SERVICE��(IS�LIVED�BY�THE�MOTTO�h7HAT�
HELP�DO�YOU�NEED�v�INSTEAD�OF�h(ERE�S�WHAT�)�CAN�DO�FOR�YOU�v�

,IKE�(AGEN�SHARED�IN�#ORLEONE�S�VISION��A�WELLFUNCTIONING�ADVISORY�TEAMS�SHARES�IN�
the family’s purpose. Before they can do that, though, the family needs to discover 

and articulate its purpose with all family advisors. The consigliere is the person 

facilitating this discovery and articulation of this purpose. 

The consigliere seeks the best result for his client. It is an economic model 

based on service and loyalty. It is not solely about creating capital from being a  

professional advisor.

There are several key traits helpful in identifying who on your team can serve as 

your consigliere. 

1. Your consigliere must have a passion about helping the family achieve  

its most important goals. Beyond being a whiz at tax and financial-asset  

planning, the consigliere has deep concern for whether the family and its  

individual members are flourishing.

2. The ability to facilitate and coordinate the work of other advisors is a critical 

ROLE�FOR�THE�CONSIGLIERE��4HE�CONSIGLIERE�OWNS�THE�JOB�OF�KEEPING�PROJECTS�ON�TRACK��
He will assist all the family’s advisors in any way possible to assure completion 

of important work. He has the ability to do so without stepping on toes.
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ASPECTS�OF�A� FAMILY�S�WEALTH��7HILE�MOST�CONSIGLIERI�
have a technical specialty (accounting, tax, law,  

insurance, or the like), they also have a working 

knowledge of the all the disciplines that are impor-

tant to a family. They do not use this knowledge to 

replace other advisors but to assist the family in 

decision-making. The consigliere also has resources in the 

MORE�QUALITATIVE� FIELDS�� SUCH�AS�BUSINESS�AND� LIFE� COACHING��
substance abuse assistance, family historians, and family 

communication planning.

4. The consigliere has an ability to stimulate thinking rather 

THAN�JUST�PROVIDING�EXPERT�SOLUTIONS��!S�WE�QUOTED�.ANCY�+LINE��
the author of Time to Think and More Time to Think, as saying 

AT�THE�BEGINNING�OF�0ART�/NE��h%VERYTHING�WE�DO�DEPENDS�FOR�ITS�
QUALITY�ON�THE�THINKING�WE�DO�FIRST��/UR�THINKING�DEPENDS�ON�THE�
QUALITY�OF�OUR�ATTENTION�FOR�EACH�OTHER�v�

9OUR� CONSIGLIERE� SHOULD� HELP� ENHANCE� THE� QUALITY� OF� YOUR� 
thinking around matters of wealth and family. The consigliere 

IS�YOUR�SOUNDING�BOARD��3HE�IS�ADEPT�ON�HOLDING�BACK�THE�NATU-

ral urge to offer solutions until you have had the opportunity to 

REALLY�THINK�THROUGH�ANY�SITUATION��3HE�WILL�ASK�MORE�QUESTIONS�
than any other advisor on your team.

5. The consigliere has a belief in the importance of  

completing scenario-planning before implementing any strat-

egies. Too often, strategies are suggested and implemented 

JUST�BECAUSE� THEY�CAN�BE��&OR�EXAMPLE�� THE�ABILITY� TO�PROTECT�
assets from taxes and creditors for generations has a bit of 

a siren’s song appeal to it. The consigliere considers what 

this really means. How will it impact future generations both  

MONETARILY�AND�EMOTIONALLY��7HAT�ARE�THE�POTENTIAL�REALITIES�FOR�
ANY�LONGTERM�STRATEGIES��

Focusing primarily on taxes and creditors can diminish hu-

man beings, like those we saw wearing fur coats and protest-

ing about their trustee. If your trust is going to be a factor in 

the lives of your family members for one-hundred-plus years, 

someone needs to help you think about how that will actually 

play out.

6. You and your family know your consigliere as a person. The 

CONSIGLIERE�IS�NOT�JUST�A�PROFESSIONAL�FRIEND��(E�IS�SOMEONE�YOU�
know at a very personal level. You and your family have con-

versations with him on wide-ranging topics. You know what 

HIS�INTERESTS�ARE�AND�ENJOY�TALKING�ABOUT�THEM��(E�HAS�DEMON-

strated a willingness to engage with you and your family at a 

level beyond delivery of professional services.

3.
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If you have not named your consigliere relationship, think about 
your team. Who would you like to know better? Who do you      
engage with easily and deeply? Who has demonstrated a true 
interest in your children and grandchildren?
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“If all you have is a hammer, 

                     everything looks like a nail.”

   ~ Baruch’s Observation
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THE ADVISOR AS ARTIST

This proverb is more rightfully interpreted that if a person is familiar with a certain 

SINGLE�SUBJECT��THAT�PERSON�MIGHT�HAVE�A�CONFIRMATION�BIAS��THEREBY�BELIEVING�THAT�
his or her area of expertise is the answer to every problem.

9OUR�ADVISORS�HAVE�ACCESS�TO� THOUSANDS�OF�STRATEGIES��SOLUTIONS��AND�TECHNIQUES�
to assist with the implementation of your family wealth plan. The newest, latest, 

AND�GREATEST�ARE�ACTIVELY�PROMOTED�IN�PROFESSIONAL�JOURNALS�AND�AT�CONFERENCES��!LL�
of these strategies, unfortunately, become shiny new hammers looking for nails. 

They seem to find their way (often forced) into a lot of wealth plans for the wrong 

reasons.

An alternative to the traditional advisor/client relationship can be found in the pa-

tron/artist dynamic. A wealthy patron commissioned many of the great paintings 

AND�SCULPTURES��4HE�3ISTINE�#HAPEL��4HE�-OSES��AND�4HE�,AST�3UPPER�� TO�NAME�A�
few, were based on a patron’s vision which was then brought to life by Michelangelo 

AND�$A�6INCI��

In other words, none of these works of art were purchased as pre-made art show 

pieces.

4HE�-OSAICS� IN�2AVENNA�� )TALY�ARE�ANOTHER�GOOD� EXAMPLE�� 4HEY�ALL� BEGAN�WITH�A�
pile of pretty and shiny individual tiles. These tiles are the Mosaicist’s stock in 

TRADE��7ITH�AN�ALMOST�INFINITE�SPECTRUM�OF�COLOR�TO�WORK�FROM��THE�-OSAICIST�S�JOB�
IS�TO�GRASP�HIS�PATRON�S�VISION�AND�DELIVER�A�SPECTACULAR�RESULT��)N�2AVENNA��ONE�OF�
THE�COMMISSIONED�-OSAICS�WAS�TO�HONOR�THE�%MPEROR�*USTINIAN��4HE�PATRON�DID�NOT�
CARE�ABOUT�THE�TECHNIQUES�NEEDED�TO�COMPLETE�IT��HE�WAS�INTERESTED�ONLY�IN�THE�END�
result. 

He certainly did not want to hear the artist say things like, “I work only in red, blue, 

and yellow because, as the expert, I believe this is the best way.” 

4HE�PATRON�WANTS�THE�ARTIST�TO�APPLY�HIS�SKILLS�TO�BRING�THE�VISION�TO�LIFE��7ITH�THE�
*USTINIAN�-OSAICS��AND�THE�OTHERS�AT�2AVENNA	��THE�ARTISTS�SUCCEEDED�
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ake a look at the picture of the Mosaic and, in particular, the skill in blending the colors, 

especially around the face. The whole is truly greater than the sum of its parts.

Your family wealth plan can and should be constructed in the same manner. It is not about 

the latest tax strategy or the advisor’s particular documents or standard operating proce-

dure. You are the patron, which delivers a vision to the artist. 

Patron =  You

VISION = Your purpose statement about financial wealth and family

ARTIST(S) = Your advisors working in collaboration (facilitated by your consigliere)

BRUSHES & PAINTS���3TRATEGIES� RELATED� TO� LEGALITY�� TAXES�� INVESTMENTS�� INSURANCE�NEEDS��WEALTH�
education, and the like

4HE�SKILLED�ADVISORARTIST��ACTING�AS�A�SERVING�PROFESSIONAL��WILL��

1. Assist you in developing and articulating a purpose statement for the role of financial wealth 

in your family;

2.�0REPARE�� IN�COLLABORATION�WITH�OTHER�ADVISORS�� INTEGRATED�OPTIONS�TO�SUPPORT�AND�FURTHER�YOUR�
family’s vision and purpose statement;

3. Modify and change the proposed plan until all the right “tiles” are in place;

4. Facilitate the implementation of the entire plan; and

5 . Have an established plan for reviewing, polishing, and/or replacing “tiles” as necessary to keep 

the plan relevant for your family.

I have had the privilege of knowing a number of advisors from many disciplines who want their work 

to have meaning beyond an hourly rate. They believe they are engaged in craft and therefore want to 

BE�ON�COLLABORATIVE�TEAMS�FOCUSED�ON�THE�ACHIEVEMENT�OF�A�VISION��)N�0ART�&OUR��)�OFFER�SUGGESTIONS�ON�
where to find these advisors.

T
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TIM’S RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

As I said above, I am an advisor. The following rules have come as a result of ob-

serving my own client relationships as well as the relationships of other advisors. 

Building and maintaining successful relationships with advisors is important, so I 

hope these rules of engagement help. 

1. THE ADVISOR WORKS FOR YOU. 

This sounds straightforward but is often overlooked. You pay good money in the form 

of fees, commissions, and other compensation for services. If an advisor is difficult 

to reach, has little time for you, and is often late for meetings or phone calls, then 

YOU�HAVE�TO�ASK��Does his or her prestige excuse it?�9OUR�#0!��ATTORNEY��INVESTMENT�
manager, and insurance professional all work for you, and as such you are entitled 

to expect certain standards. 

John Broderick, a good friend of mine and an insurance professional, begins every 

new relationship with a set of written rules of engagement. This document not only 

outlines what his clients can expect from him but also what he needs from them 

to be an effective advisor. He also uses it as part of his periodic review process to 

help keep the relationship strong and effective.    

 

2. YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO ARTICULATE WHY YOU HIRED A PARTICULAR ADVISOR. 

4HIS� IS� ONE� OF� THE� BIG� LESSONS� FROM� THE� -ADOFF� AFFAIR� AND� OTHER� SOCALLED� 0ONZI�
schemes. Many of those who suffered losses invested in these schemes because 

everyone else using those firms was getting great returns. These cases illustrate 

the power of advisor prestige and the desire to be in with the in crowd. Before 

hiring an advisor, make sure that the advisor meets all the criteria on your list of 

REQUIREMENTS��)�SHARE�SUCH�A�LIST�WITH�YOU�MOMENTARILY��� � �
 

3. ADVISORS SHOULD BE ABLE TO COMMUNICATE WITH YOU. 

4HIS�COMES�IN�TWO�FORMS��&IRST��YOU�SHOULD�UNDERSTAND�WHY�YOU��NOT�JUST�ALL�OF�YOUR�
advisor’s clients) are implementing a particular strategy—be it tax, insurance, in-

VESTMENT��OR�OTHERWISE��3ECOND��THE�BEST�ADVISORS�ARE�PROACTIVE�IN�ADVISING��4HIS�
does not mean that your advisor is constantly selling or changing your plan. It also 

does not mean that she sends out weekly economic newsletters. It means that 

your advisor creates in you the feeling that she is thinking about you and your 

situation. 
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S n today’s world, a good advisor acts like a curator of informa-

tion, ideas, and concepts. 

4HIS�SHOWS�UP�WHEN�YOUR�UPDATES�HAVE�THE�FLAVOR�OF��h(ERE�IS�
an explanation of what is happening, what it means to you, 

and what we might want to have a conversation about.” 

4. THERE ARE NO FREE SERVICES. 

9OU�ARE�PAYING�FOR�EVERYTHING�AN�ADVISOR�DOES�FOR�YOU��$EPENDING�
on economic circumstances, having bundled services is not nec-

essarily a problem. However, for an affluent family, maintaining 

a certain level of checks and balances among service providers 

is important. For example, if your investment manager provides 

overall wealth-management planning as part of his or her invest-

ment management fees, you are working with an advisor who has a 

serious conflict of interests. The manager’s interest is in retaining 

your investment account, and all supplemental services are built 

to do that. An investment manager should be evaluated on his 

or her performance in that role, and the wealth planner/strategist 

should be evaluated on his or her separate performance and the 

value brought to you.

5. UNDERSTAND HOW YOUR ADVISOR IS COMPENSATED. 

!GAIN��A�TWOPART�SOLUTION�IS�REQUIRED��&IRST��YOU�SHOULD�NEVER�WON-

der how your advisor is getting paid for all the work he or she pro-

vides on your behalf. In many commission-driven fields, this is the 

GRAYEST�OF�AREAS��0LANNING�AND�ADVICE�SHOULD�BE�SEPARATED�FROM�
the design and implementation of any commissionable product. In 

too many cases, if the compensation is only on an ultimate sale, 

THEN�EVERYTHING�BEFORE�IS�BUILT�TO�LEAD�TO�THAT�SALE��3ECOND��IS�THERE�
any additional compensation for using one product or company 

OVER�ANOTHER��!WARD�TRIPS��BONUSES��AND�THE� LIKE�CAN�SOMETIMES�
sway a recommendation. The same is true for referral fees for 

bringing in another advisor. None of these are bad in and of them-

selves, but transparency around compensation avoids some un-

PLEASANT�SURPRISES�IN�THE�FUTURE��4HE�SIMPLE�QUESTIONS�TO�ASK�ARE��

s�h(OW�ARE�YOU�COMPENSATED�v�

s�4HIS�QUESTION�SHOULD�BE� FOLLOWED�WITH�� h!RE� THERE�ANY�NON
CASH�COMPENSATIONS�FROM�ANY�OF�THE�WORK�YOU�ARE�DOING�FOR�US�v

$O�NOT�HESITATE�TO�ASK�TRADITIONAL�BYTHEHOUR�ADVISORS��#0!�OR�AT-
TORNEY�FOR�EXAMPLE	�ABOUT�FLAT�OR�PROJECT�FEES��)�HAVE�FOUND�THESE�
agreements to be more prevalent in the last few years. 

I
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6. BEWARE OF THE FRIEND CARD.

This is a particularly tough situation. You want to have advisors you know and who know you. But 

sometimes a personal relationship can overshadow less-than-satisfactory professional performance 

OR�RESULTS��4HE�QUESTION�TO�ASK�YOURSELF�IS�THIS��h)F�'ARY�WERE�NOT�MY�FRIEND��WOULD�)�CONTINUE�TO�WORK�
WITH�HIM�v�

If the answer is “no,” then continuing to work with him means you are choosing a friend over yourself 

and your family. 

Once you recognize the problem, a number of strategies will allow you to gracefully change or exit 

the relationship. One of my favorite clients told me he believes that a person should change advisors 

every five years or so to avoid complacency. This was seven years into my relationship, so I had to ask 

why was he still engaging me. 

(IS�REPLY��h9OU�ACT�LIKE�YOU�ARE�ALWAYS�APPLYING�FOR�THE�POSITION�BY�GIVING�ME�NEW�IDEAS�TO�THINK�ABOUT��
7HEN�YOU�STOP�DOING�THAT��THEN�WE�WILL�HAVE�TO�TALK�v

7ITH�TODAY�S�INFORMATION�TECHNOLOGY��IT�IS�POSSIBLE�TO�BE�A�CURATOR�AND�FILTER�OF�IDEAS�TO�HELP�IMPROVE�
the family’s overall situation.       

         

7. IT IS NATURAL TO OUTGROW AN ADVISOR. 

Again, this is a tough one to think about. You and your family do not look the same today as they 

DID�TWENTY�YEARS�AGO��$O�ANY�OF�YOUR�ADVISORS��)F�SO��YOU�MAY�BE�MISSING�OUT�ON�SOME�IMPORTANT�OP-

portunities. In one extreme situation, a client had been doing his own tax returns for thirty years. He 

felt they were simple enough. 

h)�M�ONLY�A�7��PERSON�WITH�SOME�INVESTMENT�ACCOUNTS�v�HE�TOLD�ME��4HE�PROBLEM�WAS�THAT�HIS�7��WAS�
OVER����MILLION��AND�HIS�INVESTMENT�ACCOUNTS��WHICH�HE�ALSO�MANAGED�HIMSELF	�WERE�A�LARGE�MULTIPLE�
OF�THAT��!�REVIEW�OF�PRIOR�TAX�RETURNS�BY�A�#0!�FOUND�SAVINGS�IN�EXCESS�OF�TWO�YEARS�OF�HER�FEES��(E�
agreed he had outgrown his advisor (himself)! He also brought on board an investment manager for 

part of his money and learned the benefit of collaborative thinking.

8. YOUR ADVISORS SHOULD BE COLLABORATING WITH EACH OTHER. 

&AMILY�WEALTH�PLANS�ARE� INTERCONNECTED� IN�SO�MANY�WAYS�THAT�ADVISORS�NEED�TO�DO�MORE� THAN� JUST�
TALK�TO�ONE�ANOTHER��4RUE�COLLABORATION�IS�NOT�JUST�THE�ATTORNEY�CONTACTING�THE�#0!�TO�GET�INFORMATION�
needed to complete a trust. True collaboration occurs when the advisors talk about the potential 

impacts of various strategies on the overall family and the wealth plan. A best practice is for an 

all-advisor meeting to occur once a year so that your advisors can talk through the family’s current 

situation and the direction it is heading. 

9. BUILD A TEAM THAT IS ALSO PART OF YOUR LEGACY. 

By constructing a well-functioning team, you are making life easier for your family when you are gone. 

2EMOVING�THE�STRESS�OF�DEALING�WITH�A�FINANCIAL�MESS�IS�ONE�OF�THE�BEST�GIFTS�YOU�CAN�GIVE�YOUR�SPOUSE�
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AND�CHILDREN��%VEN�IF�YOU�PREFER�TO�HANDLE�THINGS�LIKE�YOUR�INVESTMENTS�YOURSELF��HAVING�A�PROFESSIONAL�
manage a portion of your finances sets the stage for your family in the future. 

Be sure to introduce the advisors to your family so they are not unknown entities!

10. YOUR HEIRS NEED TO KNOW HOW TO WORK WITH ADVISORS. 

Involving your spouse and age-appropriate children in meetings with advisors is a great learning op-

PORTUNITY��2ESPECTFUL�INTERACTIONS�AND�THE�ABILITY�TO�ASK�QUESTIONS�OF�EXPERT�ADVISORS�ARE�BEST�LEARNED�
by observation and participation. The preservation of your family’s wealth could hinge on how well the 

coming generations choose and work with their own advisors.

11. HAVE A PROCESS FOR FINDING ADVISORS. 

4HE�BEST�METHOD�FOR�FINDING�ADVISORS�IS�OFTEN�BY�ASKING�EXISTING�ADVISORS�FOR�REFERRALS��3ECOND�BEST�IS�
A�REFERRAL�FROM�A�PEER��7HEN�YOU�RECEIVE�SUCH�A�REFERRAL��ASK�SOME�VERSION�OF�THESE�QUESTIONS�

s�h7HAT�DO�YOU�LIKE�ABOUT�THE�ADVISOR�v

sh(OW�DID�YOU�COME�TO�KNOW�THE�ADVISOR�v

s�h7HY�DO�YOU�THINK�THIS�ADVISOR�IS�THE�RIGHT�PERSON�FOR�ME�v

s�h(OW�MANY�CLIENTS�DO�YOU�HAVE�IN�COMMON�WITH�THIS�ADVISOR�v

s�h7HAT�DO�YOU�THINK�IS�THE�ADVISOR�S�UNIQUE�ABILITY�v

12. HAVE A PROCESS FOR INTERVIEWING A PROSPECTIVE ADVISOR. 

The need for good chemistry between you and your advisor extends way beyond technical performance. 

+NOWING�YOUR�ADVISOR�AS�A�PERSON��THE�CULTURE�OF�THE�FIRM��THE�OTHER�EMPLOYEES�WITH�WHOM�YOU�WILL�BE�
interacting, and how the firm connects with its clients all matter. How you delve into these is always 

TRICKY��)N�0ART�&OUR��YOU�WILL�FIND�A�USEFUL�GRID‡ illustrating an approach to nontraditional due diligence. 

You can find the full white paper at www.thealchemiagroup.com.

13. HAVE A PROCESS FOR EVALUATING PERFORMANCE. 

3ATISFYING�CLIENTS�IS�A�TOUGH��TRICKY�BUSINESS�FOR�ADVISORS��!T�THE�BEGINNING�OF�THE�RELATIONSHIP�AND�
periodically thereafter—at least annually—you and your advisor should agree on performance expec-

tations. These will vary based on the particular role, but one way or another, they must be measures 

THAT�MAKE�YOU�FEEL�COMFORTABLE�AND�HAPPY��HOWEVER�YOU�WANT�TO�DEFINE�THEM��3OME�TYPICAL�ONES�)�HAVE�
SEEN�INCLUDE�THE�FOLLOWING�PERFORMANCE�EXPECTATIONS�

A��2ETURN�ALL�CALLS�WITHIN����HOURS�

B��0RESENT�ONE�NEW�IDEA�PER�YEAR��

C��0ROVIDE�A�QUARTERLY�REVIEW�AND�OUTLOOK�FOR�THE�NEXT�TWELVE�MONTHS�

D. Meet in person at least twice per year, and

E. Attend an “all-advisor” meeting once every eighteen months. ‡
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14. THINK ABOUT THE TRUST EQUATION

I have an old, yellowed, and dog-earned copy of The Trusted Advisor�BY�$AVID�-AISTER��#HARLES�(��
'REEN��AND�2OBERT�-��'ALFORD��3COTT�&ITHIAN�REFERRED�ME�TO�THIS�BOOK�FOR�ONE�REASON��4HE�4RUST�%QUA-

TION��4HE�ENTIRE�BOOK�BECAME�A�GODSEND�FOR�ME��BUT�4HE�4RUST�%QUATION�IN�PARTICULAR�IS�SPECTACULAR�
BECAUSE�IT�DRAWS�ATTENTION�TO�YOUR�ADVISORS��SELF�INTEREST��#REDIBILITY��RELIABILITY��AND�INTIMACY�CAN�BE�
overshadowed when an advisor displays excessive self-orientation. Think about your advisor relation-

SHIPS��(OW�MUCH�SELFORIENTATION�DO�YOUR�ADVISORS�HAVE�COMPARED�TO�THEIR�INTEREST�IN�YOU���������������

Part Four includes a more detailed discussion of The Trust Equation.   
 

15. PUT IT IN WRITING. 

,AST��TO�AVOID�ANY�CONFUSION��YOUR�ADVISOR�SHOULD�GIVE�YOU�A�MEMO�OF�UNDERSTANDING�ON�THE�SCOPE�
of the work and the compensation structure. This will help reduce surprises for both you and your 

advisors.
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A FINAL NOTE

3IDDHARTHA�'AUTAMA�WAS�BORN�INTO�A�VERY�WEALTHY�FAMILY�AROUND�����"�#�%��(E�LIVED�
an early life of pleasure and wanted for nothing. He was destined to be the leader 

OF�THE�3HAKYA�CLAN��THE�3HAKYAMUNI	��!T�ABOUT�AGE�THIRTY��HE�WAS�EXPOSED�TO�ILLNESS��
suffering and death. This caused him great mental anguish and unhappiness. He 

decided to try and figure out how to be happy with life despite the knowledge of 

illness, death, and suffering. He had lived the life of excess and was unhappy so 

he wandered as an asthetic in a state of severe personal deprivation, almost to the 

point of death. He was no happier (or healthier!). 

This was when he sat under the Bodhi Tree (a sort of fig tree) and came to his  

realization that how you think about things is what matters, and that correct  

thinking could drive actions that lead to a happy and fulfilled life. He discovered 

the middle way. Today, he could base a financial advisor training program on it!

In the beginning of this book, you may have suspected that my ideas about The 

&OUR� 4RUTHS� OF� &AMILY� 7EALTH� AND� THE� CONCEPT� OF� THE� MIDDLE� WAY� ARE� BASED� ON� 
"UDDHIST�THOUGHT��)NDEED��3IDDHARTHA�'AUTAMA�IS�WHERE�IT�ALL�STARTED�FOR�ME��AND� 
who influenced me. He believed in living mindfully, which meant being aware of your 

actions and the reasons for them.

As I said in the introduction, The Middle Way is to live between a life of  

SELFDENIAL�AND�SELFINDULGENCE��%XCESS�IN�EITHER�DIRECTION�IS�NOT�HEALTHY�AND�LEADS�
to unhappiness. Most (if not all) families want to see the coming generations live 

lives of meaning, happiness, and abundance. 

4HEY�WANT�THEM�TO�ENJOY�AND�BUILD�ON�THE�FRUITS�OF�THEIR�EFFORTS�IN�HEALTHY�WAYS��


